
FAUST-TERMINAL

ATM protection against theft
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Faust-Terminal is a specialised system that prevents the theft of money from ATMs and the theft of 

ATMs themselves. 

The system resists the following theft attempts:

- thermal and mechanical cutting

- breaking open

- attempt to open an ATM with a skeleton key

- blowing the ATM up

- theft (unsantioned transportation attempt)

The system uses the following devices to resist the crime:

* Siren with a noise level of 120 dB. At a distance of 1 meter the noise level is higher than the pain thrash-

hold.

* White smoke cartridge. White smoke fills the space (up to 60 m³) around the ATM. The smoke is safe for 

people and doesn`t leave marks on the surfaces after dissipation. It can be noticed from big distances and 

attracts attention to the crime. Smoke won`t let the criminal continue the theft, will force him to leave the 

crime scene. 

Additional options:

unit case, inside the ATM, providing exit of the smoke from the machine. 

- Sending the signal about the theft attempt to the security;

- Individual settings of the time parameters;

- Manual start of the defense algorithm;

- Special paint can be used to mark the cash during the theft attempt; 

- The algorithm can be stopped with a proxy card;

- The size of the unit can be changed to fit different ATM types.

Construction

The casing if made from steel, which protects it from damage.

A battery is intalled inside the casing, which provides aotonomous operation of the system.

The system is equipped with a tilt and hit sensor.

Installation of additional white smoke cartridge 

inside the ATM (some exits through ventilation 

holes) 

Smoke exit




